Luxury Watches from Angelus –
Legendary
Swiss
Watch
Manufacturer
Angelus is a legendary Swiss watch manufacturer and was
founded in 1891. They are highly recognized as one of the 20th
century’s most influential watchmakers. In addition,
collectors still prize vintage Angelus chronograph watches
made, from the 1930s through 1960s.
After the 1960s, the brand went dormant. But now in the 21st
century, the luxury watchmaker has reemerged. Now revitalized,
Angelus has clearly embraced the best of the brand’s early
legacy.
Watch collectors love their prized watches. Some find the
current luxury watch style appealing, while others prefer
classic designs. Owning a showing off your luxury watch has
long been the “in Thing” to do. Whether making a fashion
statement or just showing a flash of your wealthy lifestyle.
As a result, the luxury timepiece industry is still going
strong.
Now using their 1930s era logo, it signifies the innovation
and manufacturing excellence of the Angelus name. While now
setting a new course, the watch brand has become a modern,
vertically-integrated watch manufacture. Other luxury
timepiece makers better take note.
The Angelus product catalog now includes five distinctive alltourbillon timepiece collections. The pieces each range from
$35,000 to $100,000 in price. Industry insiders clearly
understand the significance of this feat. As a result, the
tourbillon watch definitely remains one of the key horological
complications watchmakers desire to master and produce at
scale.

Amazingly, the history of the Tourbillon goes back over 200
years. The word tourbillon is a French word that means
“whirlwind.” First developed by icon watch brand Breguet. The
tourbillon was developed in 1795. But it took 6 years to
receive a patent, in 1801.
The Combine both athletic aesthetics and high-performance
advanced engineering. Hence, modern Angelus delivers a
stunning collection of all-tourbillon timepieces. The new
president of Angelus is Bertrand Savary. His goal is to
leverage the brand’s strengths and unique value proposition.
As a result, the desired outcome is delivering a new golden
age of Angelus timepieces.
Bertrand Savary states, “In all my years in the industry, I
have never encountered a brand that can tick every box for a
collector the way that Angelus can in terms of value, style,
and quality. I was proud to join this brand to help build on
the storied history of Angelus while writing a new chapter as
an integrated, modern manufacture for a new era. We are proud
to design and produce iconic modern luxury timepieces crafted
to the highest standard for today’s clientele.”
The entire watch collection is designed and produced in-house.
That is rare in today’s mass production world.
The initial sighting of one of their watches, showcases the
design as dynamic yet cohesive. They feature bold forms,
technological materials, plus a strategic use of color. Along
with superior Swiss engineering, the company delivers an
incredible value proposition. As a leading contender in the
crowded luxury watch industry, Angelus is positioned as a
brand to watch, poised for robust expansion.
To improve long term wear and performance, Angelus utilizes
alternative materials. For example, sapphire, titanium,
ceramic, and carbon fiber are regularly incorporated. As a
result, the collection incorporates unique properties of both

lightness and strength
Their watches offer beam-shaped bridges and interchangeable
lugs and straps. Cleverly designed, the watch movements are
built like athletes. They’re lean, powerful, efficient and
adaptable. Plus, Angelus timepieces are fully skeletonized.
Truly a winning combination.
Giving a luxury watch has long been a tradition. Birthdays,
graduations, job promotions and major holidays are a few
events to give the ultimate gift. Show your love or
appreciation and make that special person in your life feel
really special!
In addition, to offering a variety of VIP experiences and
luxury concierge services, The Life of Luxury can also offer
luxury watches. Let us find the perfect model for you. We can
get both name brand and unique one-of-a-kind luxury timepieces
for any occasion.

When you make your next luxury watch
purchase, consider Angelus. Please come
back soon and follow our popular luxury
blog.
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